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Clemson 
celebrates 
LBGTQ pride 
Rowan Lynam .bars and clubs around the 
Online Content Director world to create gay-friendly 
spaces, and since the advent 
#PrideWeekl5 is of social media and shows 
gearing up to begin this like Ru Paul's Drag Race, 
Saturday, April 18, with they have become cultural 
events designed to bring all icons associated with 
students together, regardless personal pride. 
of their identities. With Clemson's drag show 
events ranging from lectures will feature four established 
to dance parties, the week Queens as well as several 
places focus on the concept of amateur performers, who 
personal pride, encouraging will be lighting up Tillman 
students to share what pride Auditorium on April 18. 
A conversation means to them, as well as According to King, the 
about mental inviting them to experience show has "really evolved into 
health in college key parts of the Lesbian, one of the biggest LGBTQ
students Gay, Bisexual, Transgender culture events on this 
and Queer (LGBTQ) campus. It is a great way for 
community. This includes anyone to come see an aspect 
sexuality in the work place, of the community that isFrances Foster For as long as I can friend decided it was enough. judgment, but I couldn't believe 
as well as the gay-friendly really fun." Contributor remember, I hadn't been She confronted me, telling me I their overwhelming suppon 
environment of Drag shows. Students will also be
comfortable with my own body. had to get help. Ninety pounds and acceptance. Shrouded by The focus of the able to participate in a
"I can't think of anything I played sports since I could walk, and multiple dizzy spells later, I my own self-loathing, I didn't Drag show is to highlight "Pride Photo shoot" on 
more difficult than being toldyou but I never felt "healthy." Daily, sought help, an act very foreign imagine how anyone could still individual pride, said Monday, April 20, designedhave a problem. Actually, whais I would compare myself to my to me. Begrudgingly, I went love me. However, if there is one Graduate Assistant for to showcase what pride
worse is havingaproblemyou're ill­ sisters and friends and wonder to the doctor. I was srubborn, thing I've learned, it's this: don't 
LGBTQ Community means to each individual.
equipped to handle on your own. why I wasn't as thin as them. I though. I continued running lose sight ofthose you love and of Development Shawn King. White boards and markersI was medically diagnosed with began purging in high school, against doctor's orders, I skipped those who love you. The suppon 
"Anyone who is willing will be provided to students,
anorexia nervosa and considered with little to no difference in my appointments, and I tried to of friends and family is crucial 
to do drag has to have who can then write their 
at 'high risk. ' They prescribed me frame. It seemed no matter what flee &om my problems. It didn't during troubling times. pride in who they are," personal definition of!tome to help with the purging I tried, nothing changed. work, because now I was being Once I started to take more King said. Drag queens are pride no matter their
and ordered me to immediately This continued for seven held accountable. free time to relax, I discovered icons of the gay community, identity. This theme of 
stop exercising. That's a shot to the years. I think the point of this one ofmy major triggers is stress. 
and have been heavily identity will carry in to head and heart. I need to exerr:ise The stress of college article is to say - hey, I get it. I Relaxation is key to stability, involved in campaigns Tuesday's event on "Being
to calm me down. Ifeel scared, sad, combined with working full understand what it's like to have and don't let anyone tell you for equal rights since Our at Work." This event
embarrassed, but mostly tired Ever time got the best of me. I began such little will to live that you otherwise. Yes, I'm still human, 
the Stonewall Riots that focuses student attention
since I woke up, all I want to do is losing weight, and I liked it - a .. begin_to :watch yourself die and and I still slip up, but no longer 
sparked the initial gay on sexuality and gendergo back to sleep." lot. Mid junior year, I stopped don't even care. I understand do I let these mistakes define pride movements. Drag identity in the workplace,
That was my journal entry eating altogether. During that what it's like to become a me. Now, I try to seek power queens have performed in where according to the
on November 14, 2014. Opening time, to keep up with the disease, shell of a person, completely in my accomplishments and 
up old journals is very hard for I stopped seeing those closest to losing yourself in the process. · not my flaws. See PRIDE on page A2 
me. It brings back horribly dark, me. I became a shell of a person, I wasn't able to begin recovery It might take a lot of 
negative thoughts I can't believe I or "RoboFran'' as I like to call for me. But, it doesn't have to digging, but remember that the 
ever said about mysel£ However, her. RoboFran followed a strict stay that way. special "you" is in there. Self-love 
it's also a reminder ofhow fur I've schedule: wake up, run, school, Afi:er seeking out help, and respect are not obtained over 
come: "I'm hungry, but I won't work, srudy, repeat. things evenrually starred getting night. Hell, I'm still searching 
eat. I'll get fat again. I'm not that Itwas exhausting, but at the easier. I began reaching out for all of it. Nothing worth 
pretty, having a fit body's all I got. " time, it was my only cornfon. I again to the friends I shut out fighting for comes easy. Hang 
Reading these words still makes pushed those closest to me away when the illness grabbed ahold in there. There's a long road 
me cringe. I was in the midst of and relied solely on anorexia. of me. At flrst I was scared ahead, but I hear the other side is 4/18 - Drag Show
a losing battle against anorexia. However, in November, a close to tell people out of fear of pretty great. Doors open 7:30 p.m., 
show 8 p.m., 
Tillman Auditorium 
AlmostWHAT YOU 
of any mental illness. 4/20 - Pride Photo Shoot 
10 a.m.-2 p.m., Loggia,NEED TO 50°/o Males make up about University Union 
of people with eatingKNOW disorders meet 4/21 - Out at Work by Nick Paschvoss 1IN 
Only 
10 10 TO 15 o/othe criteria for 6 p.m., CCPD Boardroom of those who sutfer·ABOUT depression. men and women from anorexia.
with eating disorders 4/22 - Skyler Kergil: Trans* 101ANOREXIA: receive treatment. at a University 
Information courtesy of the National Association of Anorexia Nervosa and Associated Disorders 7 p.m., Hendrix Ballroom A 
4/24 - U-Glow Dance Party NATIONAL EATING 
10 p.m. in Hendrix 
DISORDER HELPLINE: Student Center 
1-800-931-2237 Information courtesy of the Clemson Gay-Straight Alliance 
Senior students prepare for bittersweet farewells 
Quin Carny feelings on graduating, management major, said, "I luckily will be continuing fall, but said, "not to worry, memorable." In traditional 
Contributor while giving some insider am always ready to be done my education at Clemson. I because I will always be a fashion, there were the football 
information and advice for with classes, but I will never am attending graduate school Tiger at heart." However, m~mories. Rafael Navarro said 
The month of younger generations. be ready to be done with here because I figured chat if I srudents were more interested that his most memorable times 
May is almost here. May has I spoke with former Clemson. If I could stay here got such a great undergraduate in answering questions about at Clemson were "tailgating 
significance for all the students Undergraduate Student Body forever and just education and their memories of Clemson. and then going into the game 
who have been interviewing, President, Maddy Thompson, not have to attend experience, There was a large variety and sitting in the student
"Not to worry, 
applying and accepting jobs and asked whether she was class, I would. and Clemson of memorable experiences. section." He continued to say 
or graduate school programs. ready to graduate or not. But I do have to because I will has a great For example, Thompson said that, "while different, we are 
May 8 marks the day when Thompson's response was go out and get a always be a program for hers was when "she got to go all connected in some way 
these students get to walk "neither and both at the same job now." me, there was sledding down the dikes last through our experiences, noTiger at heart." 
across the stage, be handed time. I feel like one of those This led the no reason to year during the snow storm." matter how different they are." 
-Maddy Thompson,their diploma, shake President kids who just waited in line conversations leave quite Stevens said chat his favorite While the Class of 2015 
Former CUSG President Clements' hand and officially for hours to go on a Disney in the direction yet." Other experience was "proposing will soon be leaving it is easy 
become Clemson Alumni. ride that only lasted two of what life will students, to his flance in Death Valley to see that students are not 
There are still plenty of minutes. 'Can I go again?' is be like for students post such as Thompson, wifl be on the paw. I honestly will quite ever truly gone from 
weeks to come, but with finals what I find myself asking these graduation. When asked continuing their education never forget that moment for Clemson. As parting words 
and such, senior week will be days." Other fellow graduating his post-graduation plans, as well. Thompson will be obvious reasons, but the fact I all students responded with, 
here soon enough. Therefore, students echoed this feeling. senior biomedical engineering attending University of North got to share it with Clemson "Thanks for having me and 
students were asked their Woodrow Stevens, senior major, Ian Forbes, replied "I Carolina Law School in the is what made it so much more Go Tigers." 
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PRIDE from page Al 
Human Rights Campaign 
Foundation, approximately. 
53 percent of LGBTQ 
employees are in the closet. 
Students will learn and 
discuss how to navigate 
the states that do not 
hold laws prohibiting 
the discrimination of 
workers on the basis of 
sexual orientation (29 
states) or gender identity 
(33 states). 
The keynote speaker 
of the week, Skylar Kergil, 
is known for his work in 
Clemson's Ally training 
and will be discussing 
his transition, hormone 
therapy and his experience as 
a transgender college student 
in Trans* 101, in Hendrix 
Ballroom A. on April 22. 
This event will focus on 
gender identity, as opposed 
to sexual orientation and 
aims to educate students 
on what it means to be 
transgender and how this 
identity influences the 
college experience. 
Brandon Johnson, a 
sophomore engineering 
major, said, "I never really 
considered GSA (Gay 
Student Alliance) a big 
deal, but I think the 
events are actually really 
informative. This is stuff 
we all need to know." 
#PrideWeekl5 aims to 
educate as well as entertain 
students on campus, 
rounding the week off with 
U-Glow Dance Party in the 
Hendrix Student Center, 
with glow sticks and prizes 
for participating students. 
Ready to begin 
the festivities, freshman 
chemistry major, Laura 
Parks noted, "Having all 
these even ts to increase 
LGBTQ visibility on 
campus is awesome. The gay 
community on campus is 
usually pretty quiet, so it's 
really good to see something 
like this." #PrideWeekl5 
aims to encourage discussion 
between students in regards 
to LGBTQ issues, as well 
as foster a supportive 
environment where, 
according to King, students 
can "be curious and show 
initiative to learn more" 
on a campus that has "a 
lack of knowledge around 
what it means to be in 
the LGBTQ community." 
King and others involved 
in #PrideWeekl5 hope to 
create stronger ties between 
the LGBTQ community 
and others on campus. 
King said that "Just 
seeing people come to an 
event is really a great way 
to show support to the 
people in the community 
and can be very uplifting." 
Strategies to prepare for finals 
Caroline Marwede 
Contributor 
The days left in 
the spring semester are 
dwindling down, which 
means it is almost time for a 
well-deserved summer break. 
However, there is one hurdle 
in the way of Clemson 
students' summer freedom 
- final exams. Instead of 
planning fun events for 
summer vacation, students 
are packing into the library 
to prepare fqr the week of 
April 27 to May 1. 
Some students try to put 
finals week in a more positive 
light. Kendall Phelps-Polirer, a 
health science major explained, 
"I think of finals week as one 
last chance to bump up my 
grades." Instead of stressing 
about her grades going down, 
Phelps-Polirer works hard 
to finish out the year strong. 
This is especially applicable 
for people who are on the cusp 
between letter grades. 
Another way to approach 
exam week is by having a plan 
going into it. This is especially 
helpful for those who are trying 
to bump up their GPA for the 
semester. Megan Knehr, junior . 
communications major said, 
"During finals week, I make a 
schedule of what to study on 
Students diligently study day and night in Cooper Library for final exams. 
each day. Organization is key." 
By sticking to a plan, Knehr 
has successfully gotten through 
past exams. It helps to remain 
on track and stay focused with a 
plan that is written out. Knehr 
added, "I pack a lot of study 
snacks to bring to the library." 
With Java City and the 
POD Mart located conveniently 
in Cooper Library, students do 
not have to miss a beat when 
studying to go get food or 
coffee elsewhere. 
Ashli Lagaly, senior 
business management 
major, offered an alternative 
perspective: "As a senior, finals 
don't seem as important as they 
did freshman and sophomore 
year. Back then, it seemed like 
finals week was make it or break 
it and if you didn't do well, it 
was the end of the world. 
Looking back now, I would say 
it's way more important to do 
well during the semester ... that 
way you don't have to worry 
as much and you. can cruise 
through finals week." 
With all the stress and 
pressure that comes along 
with earning good grades 
each semester, there is also 
the opportunity to do well. 
Clemson wants their students 
to perform their best and 
faculty is here to help. Clemson 
University offers a variety of 
tools and resources for students 
to get any extra academic 
attention they might need to 
perform well on exams. The 
Academic Success Center 
on campus has rutoring and 
supplemental instruction for 
. many classes. 
If a student needs help 
in a class where tutoring and 
supplemental instruction are 
not offered, a request can be put 
in and accommodations will 
be made. Only three students 
are required to acquisition a 
tutor for a specific class. The 
Academic Success Center 
also created a "Countdown 
to Finals!" which is a week­
by-week guide on how to 
effectively prepare. All of this 
information and more about 
how to seek additional 
scholastic support during 
this stressful part of 
the year can be found online at 
www.clemson.edu/asc. 
Research + Innovation Month offers a glimpse into newly 
discovered information. 
Clemson displays student and 
faculty research accomplishments 
D.E. Lyles that the event is open and should take note of. but also the "only known 
available for any student "My Name is Omar: autobiography of anAsst. News Editor 
- regardless of major or A Life in the Struggle for American slave written 
For the past two years at background and any Liberation" is a presentation in the Arabic language," 
Clemson University, the faculty or staff member that will be taking according to the Research + 
month of April has meant at Clemson. "It's not just place in the lower Innovation's online calendar. 
much more than simply for an engineer sitting in a level of the Strom Thurmond The Research + 
the changing of the season. lab working on research," Institute Building every Innovation program will 
The month of April signifies said Dr. Foulk about the weekday for the remainder also aid in bringing art 
Research + Innovation organization. "It's for of ' the month from to the forefront by having 
Month at Clemson, which all students." 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. According several art exhibits in Lee 
is designed to explore While the Research to the Research+ Innovation's Hall for the duration of 
not only the research of + Innovation program has website, this exhibit will the month. 
Clemson undergraduate and been going on for over two present the manuscript For more information 
graduate students, but also weeks now, there are still of Omar ibn Said, a concerning Research + 
to show the innovative many events left to emphasize Muslim teacher who Innovation Month at 
problem solving skills rhat the high level of research was captured in Clemson University, contact 
are being taught and learned being conducted here Africa and forced to become Dr. John Foulk via email 
at Clemson. at Clemson. Among all a slave in Charleston, at jonnf@clemson.edu 
Dr. John Foulk, the events that can be South Carolina. Said's or view the entire calendar of 
organizer of Research + seen, there are a few scheduled martuscript is not only a events at www.ci.clemson. 
Innovation Month, said programs that students crucial piece of history, edu/rimonth/. 
Tigra scientifica: 
Hope for coma victims 
Chris Defalco 
Contributor 
One ofthe most heart-wrenching 
experiences in life is when a loved 
one suffers a tragic accident that 
results in a state of comatose. 
Families are usually left feeling 
hopeless or uncettain about the 
likelihood of recovery or even 
survival. However, researchers 
at Northwestern University 
Feinberg School ofMedicine and 
Hines Veterans Affairs believe 
they have developed an effective 
method that may provide 
a sense of control and give 
hope to concerned 
family members. A new 
report, published in 
"Neurorehabilitation and Neural 
Repair," cites that coma patients 
who undergo Familiar Auditory 
Sensory Training (FAS1) become 
more adept to their environment 
in an easier, quicker and more 
improved manner than ifthey do 
not receive the FAST treatment. 
The placebo-controlled 
study analyzed 15 patients with 
traumatic brain injuries who 
were in a vegetative or minimally 
conscious state; eight were given 
the FAST treatment, seven 
were not. The FAST treatment 
consisted of coma patients 
listening to familiar stories 
recorded by family members and 
began - on average - 70 days 
after the injury. Recordings were 
played through headphones four 
times a day for six weeks. The 
effects of FAST on brain 
activity and overall response 
were examined through 
functional magnetic resonance 
imaging (£MRI). 
The researchers discovered 
that the vocal sensory 
stimulation from FAST increased 
neural brain activity, indicated 
by changes in blood oxygen 
levels, in regions associated with 
language and long-term memory. 
It was concluded that patients 
who received the FAST treatment 
presented significant increases 
in cognizance, measured by 
the coma-near-coma scale, due 
to "FAST protocol priming [of1 
the brain to be more responsive 
to salient stimuli." Investigators 
believe that stories heard in 
familiar voices helped to exercise 
particular circuits in the brain 
and thereby initiated the first 
signs ofawareness. By being more 
aware of their surroundings, 
patients were able to actively 
participate in all forms of 
therapy during rehabilitation. 
Although arousal and 
awareness were shown to 
improve through the FAST 
procedure, there are still many 
questions left to investigate. 
For example, there is no way to 
discern what the coma patients 
are exactly doing with the 
sensory input they receive. Also, 
further research is necessary to 
determine "how salient and 
how specific sensory 
stimuli need to be to yield a · 
ztherapeutic effect." In 
the meantime, FAST 
delivers evidence of a 
novel remedy that can 
offer confidence and 
optimism to all parties 
involved in the treatment 
of coma patients, doctors, 
nurses and now, family members, 
as well. 
First step on 
the road to 
graduate school 
Matthew Stapleton 
News Editor 
The end of the Spring 
2015 semester here at 
Clemson is drawing to a 
close, and for many students 
the end of their senior year 
and time here at Clemson. 
However, an option these 
graduating seniors may want 
to consider is the possibility 
of attending graduate school 
to continue their education 
and earn another degree. 
On April 16, the 
Clemson Graduate School 
program will be hosting a 
seminar titled Grad School 
l O1 to help undergraduates 
learn about the experience 
and application process 
of becoming a graduate 
student. The event will rake 
place in 201 Kinard Hall 
from 6 p.m. until 7 p.m. 
"We hope this 
presentation will clear up 
any misconceptions about 
the process of applying to 
graduate school here at 
Clemson," said graduate 
assistant Michael Utley, 
"Graduate school is all 
about research, including 
figuring our how to apply 
and what we're looking for 
in undergraduate students 
and other applicants." 
Utley will be the one 
giving the presentation 
on Thursday. 
"For me, the hardest part 
of applying was having the 
time to put together quality 
applications," said first year 
graduate economics PhD 
student Steven Johnson, "I 
· was in my last and hardest 
semester of undergrad while 
I was applying, so it was 
really stressful trying to 
meet deadlines." 
As stated by the Clemson 
calendar of events, one of 
the goals of this presentation 
is to help students find the 
most effective ways to apply 
to graduate school as well as 
what to expect. Additionally, 
Grad School 101 will 
help show undergraduates 
the benefits of a 
graduate education. 
"Grad school has been 
easily the hardest work 
I've had to do," said Adam 
Kendall, a first year graduate 
economics PhD student, 
"It is very demanding and 
difficult, but I know it will 
be worth it." 
Typically, around 11,000 
to 12,000 individuals apply 
to Clemson's undergraduate 
program each year. 
The university's 
most popular area is its 
automotive engineering 
program. According to 
Utley, this is due to the 
uniqueness of the program, as 
well as the high level ofeducation 
that people can expect 
from a Clemson education. 
Make the most 
of your sumriler · 
Charleston at 
Trident Techni 
College 
• Affordable tuition and. 
• Transfer credits 
• Beautiful location 
Maymester: May 4'-~2 
Summer Full: May 26~Aug 3 
Summer t May 26-June 24 
Summer 2: July 6-Aug 4 
843.574.61 
tricienttec 
Your Path 
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HOLOCAUST 
REMEMBERANCE 
DAV 
to tHe e □ ltOR:--
a::: 
Dear Editor,Q.) 
..a...) A Forgotten Tradition: The TAPS Yearbook 
Think back to high school, and the last few days of each
..a...) year. Classes were over, the sun was shining and yearbooksQ.) were being passed among friends. These memories may seem 
somewhat distant now, but did you know that Clemson 
• University offers students its own official yearbook? In fact, 
the TAPS yearbook is one of Clemson's oldest traditions, with 
its beginning dating all the way back ro 1908. Imagine the 
appeal of having this keepsake down the road, giving you the 
ability to look back on your time spent at college and share it 
with others. 
According to the TAPS yearbook website (www. 
tapsyearbook.com), the goal ofTAPS is to, "capture all aspects 
ofClemson life throughout the year." What better way to share 
your Clemson experience with friends and loved ones than 
through this comprehensive piece of memorabilia? Named 
afrer the musical piece played primarily at flag ceremonies 
and military funerals, the song is also used at non deployed 
service locations to signal that the "day is done" or "lights 
out." This ties neatly into Clemson's time -- honored tradition 
as a military university and speaks to the legacy that those 
featured in the yearbook have contributed towards. 
In addition to being a great way for students to look 
back upon their Clemson experience, the TAPS yearbook 
also serves as a great promotional tool. TAPS offers every 
organization at Clemson a half page of free space in the book, 
which can include a group photo and a 60 word tidbit. There 
is also the option for organizations to purchase a full page of 
the book, allowing for a longer description and many more 
photos. Local businesses can purchase advertising space in 
the yearbook as well, ranging from an eighth to a full page 
ad. These advertisements are a great way to generate business 
while supporting the TAPS yearbook. 
So take your portrait. Promote your organization. Order 
a TAPS yearbook today, and become a part of this awesome 
Clemson tradition. And don't worry if you're a recent alumni 
and forgot to order your TAPS yearbook, a limited selection of 
archived copies are available to purchase. If you have questions 
or simply want more information, visit the website mentioned 
above or stop by room 313 in the Hendrix Student Center. 
Technical Writing Group 
Kelsey Morgan 
Columnist 
om HaShoah 
or the Holocaust 
Remembrance Day 
- is today. Yorn 
HaShoah stands as 
a day to remember the 11 
million people who were 
killed in the Holocaust, a day 
to remember those who were 
stripped of their rights and 
their humanity and isolated, 
starved and exterminated as if 
they were rodents. 
Eleven million people 
lost their lives, which 
consisted of six million Jews 
and five million non-Jews. 
Non-Jews were comprised 
of blacks, homosexuals, 
Catholics, Sinti and Roma 
gypsies, Trade Unionists and 
Communists. The thing is, 11 
million is just an estimate, and 
a gross underestimate at that. 
11 million is the accepted 
number that was used for 
the Nuremburg Trials, which 
prosecuted Nazi offenders. 
I'll use the death camp 
Treblinka just to give you 
an idea of the discrepancies. 
The historically accepted 
numbers range from 700,000 
to 900,000 dead. An engineer 
for the train that transported 
Jews to the camp kept a count 
and is adamant that ir could 
not have been any less than 
1.2 million. The camps that 
were utilized in the Holocaust 
served three overall purposes: 
concentration, labor and 
extermination. Treblinka's sole 
purpose was extermination, 
so most people who were 
brought there were nor even 
"processed;" there is no record 
of them. It was a camp where 
once you arrived, you most 
likely had around one to three 
days before you were killed. 
I've been to Treblinka. 
I've actually been to a few 
of the camps. What is very 
unique about Treblinka 
compared to the other camps 
I visited is that the camp itself 
is solely a memorial, and there 
is a shed of a museum near 
the entrance. The memorial 
consists of rocks scattered 
around the camp in a way 
that resembles a chaotic and 
disorderly graveyard. The 
centerpiece is a large stone 
structure with a smaller 
stone in front with the words 
"Never Again" etched in 
several languages. 
"Never Again" - never 
again what? Never again will 
we allow discrimination? 
Never again will we allow a 
genocide? Never again will we 
allow people to be stripped of 
their human rights? 
Holocaust survivor and 
author Primo Levi once said, 
"It happened, therefore, it can 
happen again; this is the core 
ofwhat we have to say." 
Am I saying that I see in 
our society another Holocaust 
brewing? Not necessarily. 
What I am saying is that 
humans are still continually 
told who they should or 
should not associate with, 
and who they can or cannot 
love and who they should 
or should not be. We are 
constantly divided by social 
class, skin color, sexual 
orientation, religion and any 
number of other things that 
make a person who they are. 
Many of those things are out 
of our control. 
A person does not have 
to be Jewish in order for 
the etching in the stone at 
Treblinka to mean something. 
We are all humans, and we all 
have rights - one of those 
rights is not and never will 
be to take away the rights of 
another human. 
STRONG 
Saavon Smalls 
Asst. Outlook Editor 
Everyone remembers that fateful Monday in April. Children reluctantly 
attended class, adults rushed 
off to work and college students 
stressed as their finals week slowly 
approached. Boston, however, 
was hosting its 117th marathon 
with a large participation of over 
23,000 runners. The Bostonians 
flooded the streets, ready to cheer 
on their friends and family as they 
pushed themselves to finish their 
goal of crossing the finish line. An 
air of euphoria filled the streets; 
that day, an average Monday was 
something more. 
The exhilaration was 
short lived. 
Two explosions disrupted the 
marathon, causing ' ' 
a blur of chaos and 
about the Boston bombings, I was 
old enough to be baffled about how 
or why anyone would hurt another 
human being over any religion. To 
be completely honest, I don't think 
I'll ever understand how religion can 
have that big of a grip on anyone. 
However, I do understand 
the solidarity and support that the 
Bostonians showed for each other. 
Every Boston resident from every 
walk of life made sure that they all 
knew the love they had for each 
other in this hard time. The Bruins 
and the Red Sox wore the logo for 
their city's camaraderie, and pins 
and bracelets were made with a large 
percent of proceeds going to victims 
of the bombings. In a time of crisis, 
these people didn't just sit there and 
sulk or even let what the Tsarnaevs 
did effect their beliefs of those "like 
them." They banded together and 
showed the world their resilience. 
In the last two 
years, the sole­
disarray. 
of the 
By the end 
day, three They banded 
surviving 
brother 
Tsarnaev 
has been 
people lost their 
lives and 264 · other 
suffered a multitude . 
together and 
showed the 
found guilty of all 
30 charges against 
him and faces the 
of injuries, from small 
cuts to missing limbs. world their death penalty. the Bostonians, 
To 
the 
That day, I learned resilience. fact that he was 
of the tragedy and found guilty of his 
the perpetrators. I heinous actions was 
watched the news with fervor an expected verdict. 
' ' 
as one of the culprits was This upcoming Monday, kids 
caught, and the other was killed will reluctantly go to school, parents 
in a chase. will rush off to work and I'll be 
Two years have passed and I stressing out as final exams slowly 
still cannot wrap my head around approach. Boston, however, is 
it. Being only five years old during planning to host its I 19th 
the attacks on 9/11, I wasn't able marathon on Patriots' Day in 
to fully understand the severity of Massachusetts, with a projected 
what occurred. The Crusades and 30,000 runners in attendance. So, 
the Holocaust, both justified in the to the Bostonians, stay strong, 
name of Christianity, also confused run hard and show the rest of us 
me, though I hadn't lived through why you're one of toughest cities in 
them. Yet, being 16 when I heard the world. 
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Baseball destroys Western .Carolina again 
... 
Starter Jake Long (No. 39) threw 6.0 solid innings, allowing only one hit in his final inning pitched. 
Henry Hutton 
Senior StajfWriter 
Clemson won its second 
game against Western 
Carolina in blowout fashion 
on Tuesday by a score of 
14-2. The Tigers were 
finally able to get back 
their winning record, as 
they improved to 19-18 
(9-9 ACC) and dropped the 
Catamounts to 15-17. 
Clemson got ' on the 
board quickly with a three­
run second inning thanks in 
part to a Tyler Slaton RBI 
single, and then the Tigers 
tacked on another in the 
third. The game really got 
out of hand though in the 
fourth, when the Tigers 
piled on seven runs to 
extend their lead to 11-0. 
Clemson only needed three 
hits, two of them from Tyler 
Krieger and Chris Okey, 
for the huge inning as they 
capitalized on three Western 
Carolina errors in the frame. 
The Tigers scored for the 
fourth consecutive inning as 
they added three runs in the 
fifth, capping off their 14 
run performance. 
Jake Long gave the 
Tigers an incredible start 
as he went six full innings, 
only allowing one run on 
one hit (a homerun), one 
walk and five strikeouts . 
Charlie Barnes came on 
in relief for two innings, 
allowing only one run on 
one hit with three strikeouts 
before Hunter van Horn 
closed out the final 
scoreless inning. 
The impressive victory 
was the second blowout of 
Western Carolina of this 
season, completing their 
revenge for the embarrassing 
loss the Tigers suffered in 
Cullowhee, North Carolina 
last season. 
Collectively, Clemson 
won this season's series, 
the first game of which 
was played on the road 
almost a month ago, by a 
total of 33-4. 
The Tigers will look 
to carry their momenrum 
from both this win and last 
weekend's series victory at 
Boston College into the 
remainder of the season. 
The baseball program has 
only missed the NCAA 
tournament once since 
1987, but Clemson is in 
serious danger of adding to 
that total. At just over .500 
and with bad losses to the 
likes of Winthrop, Coastal 
Carolina, Presbyterian and 
Charleston Southern, the 
Tigers' resume is far from 
postseason worthy. 
However, Clemson 
has had impressive series 
victories against opponents 
such as South Carolina and 
North Carolina on which 
they can build. They also 
have a great chance down 
the stretch to get strong wins 
as they face four conference 
opponents in the RPI top 50 
against Duke, Georgia Tech, 
Louisville and Florida State. 
Realistically, Clemson must 
win at least three of these 
four series, without losing 
any games they should win, 
to have a decent chance at 
receiving an at-large bid. 
In regard to their 
postseason push, Head 
Coach Jack Leggett said, 
"We have 19 games left, and 
we just made a commitment 
earlier to make it our best 
20 all year long." 
The Tigers will 
continue their quest for the 
postseason this weekend 
when they face Duke for a 
weekend series. 
Elaine Day 
Columnist 
"Bottom of the 11th. 
One out. The Tigers are 
down by two runs, and then 
some magic happens. Four 
consecutive walks, a wild 
pitch and a dropped throw 
to first later, Clemson came 
out victorious for the second 
day in a row over the North 
Carolina Tar Heels, but 
there was one thing missing 
from the crazy walk-off win: 
fan support. 
While Doug Kingsmore 
Stadium felt full for most of 
the game, by the end it was 
notably emptier. The official 
attendance count was 5,067, 
a remarkably high number, 
but as the game wore on, I 
watched at least half of those 
fans stream towards the exits. I 
get it, baseball is a long game, 
and Saturday's game was 
an extra innings battle, but 
that does not mean that you 
should just leave. 
It wasn't even in the 
middle of the 11th inning 
after North Carolina had gone 
up by two, all but putting 
the game out of reach for the 
Tigers, that I noticed the fans 
leaving. It was earlier, when 
the game was still tied and far 
from over." 
To clarify, I Wlf)te that 
portion of this article a few 
weeks ago in my excited haze 
after that improbable walk­
off victory, and I decided 
not to go any further with it 
until now. That said, I have a 
question for you, the people 
that I like to call the Tiger 
faithful: what do you want out 
of your baseball team? 
I've noticed that fan 
attendance at baseball games 
fluctuates dramatically, not 
only from game to game, 
but also during the games 
themselves. Fans leave during 
games when the Tigers are 
losing, which I can somewhat 
understand, but earlier 
this week against Western 
Carolina, fans started leaving 
after Clemson's fourth inning 
explosion for seven runs, 
putting the Tigers up 11-0 
before the game was even 
halfway over. Right on cue, 
as Tyler Krieger flied out to 
centerfield and the Tigers 
prepared to go back on defense 
after a major rally, fans started 
heading for the exits. Does that 
sound right? The team you 
came to see play is currently 
dominating in all aspects of 
play, as they are not only up 
by 11 runs, but their pitcher 
also has a no-hitter going, and 
you're leaving! 
Yes, it was a midweek 
matchup, but that lead was 
developed early enough in 
the game that there really 
wasn't much reason to leave. 
What especially got to me 
on Tuesday night was the 
fact that there were a handful 
of Western Carolina fans 
who stuck around for the 
whole game, being extremely 
vocal and cheering more for 
Clemson to make a mistake 
than their own team to do 
well. While that did get a 
tad annoying after a while, I 
respected that even though 
they drove from North 
Carolina to support their team 
only to watch their hopes of 
a win get crushed early, they 
stayed and were engaged 
with the game. I would love 
to see some Clemson fans do 
the same. 
The baseball team has 
19 games left this season, 
and 11 of those are at Doug 
Kingsmore Stadium. I believe 
this team still has fight in 
them, and I can't wait to see 
what the remainder of the 
season has in store. I encourage 
fans to come out and stay out, 
and I'll see you on the third 
base side. 
The baseball team celebrates their walk-off win over North Carolina, where they scored three runs in the bottom of the 11th inning to come out victorious. 
r 
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Jack O'Reilly 
Contributor 
All of these statements 
are made based on a very 
small sample size, but 
it's what we've got to 
talk about between now 
and Wofford. 
I QUARTER-lfACKS: I 
NICK SCHUESSLER: 
Last week, I mentioned 
that coaches were raving about 
the progression of Schuessler, 
and we saw why on Saturday 
in Death Valley. His first two 
throws were right on target to 
Mike Williams, the second 
throw being a 19-yard strike 
for a touchdown. He looked 
poised, evaded pressure in 
and out of the pocket and 
was decisive when he threw 
downfield. The play of the 
game was his perfect fade 
pass to Artavis Scott in the 
second quarter, hitting him 
in the back left corner of the 
end zone. Schuessler looked 
like he could step in and 
play any time Head Coach 
Dabo Swinney needs him to 
this fall. 
Spring game passing stats: 
Orange team: 6-11, 116 
yards, one touchdown, one 
interception. White team: 
5-6, 85 yards, one touchdown, 
zero interceptions. 
Status for upcoming 
season: Back up to Deshaun 
Watson. 
KELLY BRYANT: 
Bryant looked like a 
true freshman at times on 
Saturday, but the absurd 
physical talent was evident. 
Spring games are usually one­
hand-touch for quarterbacks, 
and if Clemson's defenders 
had to tackle Bryant on 
Saturday, his stat line would 
have looked a lot different. 
The ball flew off his hand, 
getting to receivers in a hurry, 
and he was very quick when 
forced to run. What was most 
exciting to me, particularly 
considering his age and 
experience level, was that 
he looked to throw before 
he looked to run whenever 
protection broke down. 
Bryant made it apparent 
that he is not an athlete 
playing quarterback, but a 
quarterback who can run 
when he needs to. He made 
some questionable decisions 
throwing downfield, but this 
was his first game against 
competition at this level, and 
his rollout touchdown pass 
to Mike Williams was an 
excellent example of what he 
can do. 
Spring game passing 
stats: 10-16, 95 yards, 
two touchdowns, zero 
interceptions. 
Status for upcoming 
season: Potential redshirt 
or second backup behind 
Schuessler. 
TUCKER ISRAEL: 
Israel looked like a 
good quarterback to me on 
Saturday. He's not flashy, he's 
nor going to blow you away 
with anything, but he looked 
like a player beyond his years 
in the pocket. When the 
offensive line broke down, he 
calmly chose a receiver and 
made a good, clean throw. On 
other occasions, he got the ball 
out so quickly that the defense 
didn't have time to pressure 
him. He only completed 50 
percent of his passes, but 
that percentage will go up as 
he spends more time in the 
offense. Coming into the 
game, many questioned his 
stature (around 5-foot-11), 
but he didn't seem to have 
any trouble seeing over the 
line, and his decision-making 
was solid. Clemson is solid at 
quarterback for years to come 
with these two freshmen. 
Spring game passing 
stats: 8-16, 110 yards, 
zero touchdowns, zero 
interceptions 
Status for upcoming 
season: Likely redshirt along 
with Bryant 
Clemson is stacked 
at receiver. Artavis Scott 
had that great catch over 
Adrian Baker, who was in 
near perfect coverage, and 
had several nice returns on 
special teams. Mike Williams 
had five catches for 102 
yards and two touchdowns, 
and looked to be in 
midseason form. Germone 
Hopper reminded us how 
quick he is with the ball 
in his hands, and Charone 
Peake looked healthy and 
really fast on a catch and 
run up the left seam in the 
second quarter. Trevion 
Thompson nearly had a 
touchdown after a great 
catch-and-run in the first . 
Point is, I have no idea how 
we're going to get them all 
on the field next season, 
but it's a great problem 
to have. 
WHO ON 
EARTH IS 
HUNTER 
RENFROW? 
When Renfrow went 
back for his first punt return 
on Saturday, I thought Head 
Coach Swinney had found 
an extra year of eligibility 
for Adam Humphries. Both 
wear No. 13, and both have 
solid hands on returns. 
Later in the game, Renfrow 
distinguished himself from 
Humphries went he went 
and punted for the Tigers, 
including one that stopped 
rolling at the one-yard line, 
the punting equivalent 
of a home run. Further 
establishing himself as Coach 
Swinney's football Swiss 
Army Knife, he also had a 
24-yard reception and made 
two special teams tackles. 
He's clearly a gifted athlete, 
and I'm looking forward 
to seeing what he can do 
next fall . 
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WOMEN'S TENNIS vs NOTRE DAME 
2:30PM II HOKE SLOAN TENNIS CENTER IISENIOR DAY 
BASEBALL vs DUKE 
6:30PM IIDOUG KINGSMORE STADIUM 
APRIL 18TH 
APRIL 1 
ROWING CLEMSON INVITATIONAL 
8:00AM II LAKE HARTWELL 
MEN'S TENNIS vs NORTH CAROLINA 
12:00PM II HOKE SLOAN TENNIS CENTER IISENIOR DAY 
BASEBALL vs DUKE 
1:00PM IIDOUG KINGSMORE STADIUM 
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Freshman QB Tucker Israel (No. 10) prepares to throw over the Orange defense. 
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RETURNING TO THE 
AIKEN/AUGUSTA AREA 
THIS SUMMER? 
ADVANCE YOUR EDUCATION AT ATCI 
Sample of Available Courses this summer at ATC: 
ART 105 - Film as Art MAT 110 - College Algebra 
BIO 101 - Biological Science I MAT 111 - College Trigonometry 
ENG 101 - English Composition I PSY 201 - Intro. to Psychology 
HIS 202 -American History: 1877 PSY 208 - Human Sexuality 
to Present 
You can register as a Guest Student with us for free, take a class or two 
that transfers, and be closer to graduation when you return to school 
in the fall! 
For a full list of transferable courses, go to our website at www.atc.edu 
and click on Future Students - Guest Students to see classes that are 
being offered. 
(803) 508-7263 WWW.ATC.EDU 
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Practicing Positivity 
How to de-stress during finals season By Katie Cl"a.wford 
Business Manager 
Every year towards the end of the semester, the energy in Clemson seems to shift. Conversation topics start to take a downward turn, and suddenly it seems that everyone around you has become 
the winner for the "#1 Most Stressed Student" award. Writing a 15-page essay the day it is due, while running on the least amount of sleep, whilst drinking the largest amount of caffeine possible 
should not be some sort of competition! The way college can mentally affect you is messy and stressful at times, but it's also amazing. We are all sharing this weird human experience together, so why 
not try to make it the best we possibly can? · 
Step back: Make lists: Be kind: Find a hobby: 
Realizing that you have control Making lists each day of When you aren't happy with The best way to reduce stress is to find 
over how you are feeling is incredibly what you need to accomplish yourself, it can manifest into · something you genuinely enjoy doing and to 
empowering. Instead of fixating on things and being able to cross off your outward view of the world. do it! k doesn't even have to be something 
you cannot change and things that no tasks, even if it is something as Sometimes we treat outselves worse you're necessarily naturally good at. Taking 
longer matter, be present. Ask yourself: mundane as doing the laundry, is than we would ever treat anyone else, up a hobby or joining a club is a great way to 
is focusing on this contributing to my so gratifying. Having a physical especially during stressful times (like alleviate stress. Having side interests and truly 
happiness? Contributing to my growth? document (not just a list in your finals) - and to what avail? Getting knowing what you like is an important part 
Will this matter in two days? Two weeks? head) will keep you accountable enough sleep, eating nourishing of developing as a person. Guess what? You 
If not, try to take some time to yourself, for what you need to get done, foods and treating yourself like are a well-rounded and independent human! 
and do something that will make you feel which will help your overall you would a best friend are all so Every thing you do to mature as a person is a 
better even if only temporarily. For me, that mental clarity and saneness. important. It sounds silly, but I really positive step, and when you learn what makes 
is making kale chips while listening to Frank like putting alerts in my phone that you you, you can't go wrong. 
Sinatra (I know, I'm lame). Maybe for you pop up at .random dates and times 
it is talking with a friend or going for a run . that say encouraging things like ''you 
Whatever it is, take time for yourself. are capable!" It's like getting a text 
from yourself, and how great is that? 
The next time you start to complain to someone about how many assignments you have due next week and how you're on your fourth cup of coffee for the day, I encourage you to instead have 
a meaningful interaction with that person. It is okay and human to have a full range ofemotions - both positive and negative. Without the lows in life, how will you be able to grow and appreciate 
the good stuffi No one can be happy all the time, but when you start to constantly feed into an unhealthy mindset it can suck the energy out of those around you and, most importantly, yourself. 
Negativity is contagious, but so is positivity. 
Horoscopes: fact or fiction? 
Wesley Skidmore occurs, and the horoscope it is generally assumed that tied to religion, culture 
Contributor is written off as a load of science explains horoscopes . and ethnicity, it probably 
_hooey. However, is there any However, many entailed less fact and more 
"I don't believe in real science to horoscopes? of the predictions and emotional explanations . 
astrology; I'm a Sagittarius, Seeing as zodiac signs personality traits associated Even so, it is extremely 
and we're skeptical ," British and the use of astrology in with different zodiac signs exciting when you discover 
science fiction author Arthur general support the creation have little to no scientific that "you will get asked out 
Clarke said, humorously of horoscopes, many people support. Scientists do not by the person you have been 
reflecting the view of would agree that they are look at Saturn and think: thinking about for a long 
many people who read rooted in science. For "Wow, that planet looks so time" or "the big project 
horoscopes. If the horoscope example, Saturn is generally patient and disciplined." coming up will go more 
is an accurate description associated with patience, More likely, traits such as smoothly than you think." 
-tt 
of the person's personality, discipline and a methodical these are rooted in cultural Even if horoscopes aren't 
they are awestruck by how nature. Because astrology is beliefs and stigmas that rooted in science, there is no 
perfectly the newspaper used to find our the order have been carried . down harm in hoping for the best 
-+ 
describedstheir life. If it is and pos1t1on of planets through generations. When just because the newspaper 
incorrect, the exact opposite during birth year and month, science was more closely says it is so. 
!'!, llbio 
Notjust a Netflix series 
Brooke Gibert 
Contributor 
On the surface, "Orange 
is the New Black'' is little 
more than a raunchy Netflix 
original stuffed full ofbathroom 
humor and unconventional 
love stories within the walls 
of a womens prison in New 
York. But the show didn't win 
12 Emmy Award nominations 
for its liberal use of the f-word. 
"Orange is the New Black" has a 
message behind it - quite a few 
messages, actually. 
It may be easy to assume 
that the great, resounding 
moral lessons revolve around 
making good decisions and 
not ending up in prison, like 
the vast majority of this show's 
characters, but that is not the 
case. Here are five major life 
lessons we, as dedicated Netflix 
users and binge-watchers, should 
be learning from "OITNB." 
We are not the 
$1,mmatinn of our mistakes. 
This is an easy one to pick up 
from the tale ofPiper Chapman, 
main character and seemingly 
model citizen plucked straight 
from the depths of upper class 
contentment into prison life. 
It's not difficult to see 
that Chapman shouldn't be 
defined by her mistakes when 
she clearly has so much else 
going for her. But, "OITNB" 
forces us to consider the other 
inmates in this same light with 
which we view Chapman. The 
drug addicts, the murderers, the 
thieves - all of these women 
have stories. Their stories may 
not justify the crimes they were 
incarcerated for, but there is 
definitely room for something 
other than judgment. 
When all you have is a 
little, a little becomes a lot. 
The show exposes its viewers to 
aspects of prison life that arent 
often considered. These women 
must adjust to community 
showers, blatant invasions of 
privacy and strict schedules. 
The few luxuries they are 
allowed are grossly overpriced 
or kept out of reach. For this 
reason, the prisoners grow to 
heartily appreciate every little 
bit of sweetness they are given. 
To quote Piper Chapman, "I 
got a Twix today. It's been a 
good week." 
We all make poor choices. 
Human beings are born into 
different circumstances, and for 
this reason we are given different 
sets of decisions to make. 
"OITNB" makes it clear that we 
will all choose wrong eventually 
- every single one of us. None 
ofus are perfect, and none of us 
have the right to look down on 
someone for the decisions they 
made in their past. 
Love is love. No one gets 
to define that for anyone else. 
Love may be waiting on the 
other side for your sweetheart's 
release date, as is the case of 
supporting characters Trish and 
Mercy. Love may be stalking 
your person of interest for days 
and calling her Dandelion until 
she kindly explains that you are 
not, in fact, married, but just 
good friends, as in the story of 
Crazy Eyes and Piper Chapman. 
Love can be between a 
man and a man, a woman 
and a woman, a prisoner 
and a correctional officer or 
Pennsarucky and Jesus. Love is 
whatever feels right to you. 
We are all humans, but 
that doesn't mean we are all the 
same. This is by far my favorite 
lesson to draw from "OITNB." 
The show easily has the most 
diverse set of characters that has 
been cast in a long, long time 
- maybe even ever. "OITNB" 
features white, black, Hispanic 
and Asian characters &om a 
hundred different economic and 
social backgrounds, sexualities 
and gender identifications. 
The racial lines amongst 
the prisoners are firm and rarely 
crossed, but the overall consensus 
is this: we are all prisoners. We all 
did something to get us in this 
place. If it comes down to it, we 
will choose each other before we 
will betray each other. As much 
as I hate to do it, I'm going to 
quote Pennsatucky here: "You 
gonna sell us out? For what?" 
I mean, yeah - there's 
curse words, pants-around-the­
ankles and sex scenes in the 
prison chapel. But, "Orange is 
the New Black'' has some lessons 
for us, and I think we should 
be watching. 
HORROR IN HOLLYWOOD 
"It Follows" has the looks, but lacks the scares 
James Kidd 
Assistant TimeOut Editor 
"Paranormal Activity." 
"Insidious." "The 
Conjuring." These three 
movies are the most recent 
horror efforts by Hollywood, 
using all the tricks in the 
book to make the audience 
scream, cover their eyes 
and possibly even wet their 
pants in sheer terror. And 
yet, here I am, completely 
unfazed by any of these 
scare tactics, the odd man 
out whenever I watch such 
movies with my friends and 
family. Crazy, right? Truth be 
told, I've pretty much been 
desensitized to horror movies 
ever since I saw "IT" on 
television when I was 8-years­
old. It doesn't mean that I 
don't love a quality scary 
movie; it's just that I feel like 
I've seen it all before, from 
the creepy dolls to the creaky 
floorboards. .So naturally, 
when I heard about the indie 
horror flick, "It Follows," 
which has been receiving rave 
reviews across the board for 
its one of a kind monster and 
genuinely intense scares, I 
was ecstatic. 
Taking tons of 
inspiration from '80s horror 
movies like "Halloween," "It 
Follows" tells the story of 
heroine Jay (Maika Monroe) 
and her friends. Everything 
takes a dramatic turn for 
the worse after she has sex 
with her boyfriend, who 
kidnaps her soon after the 
act. However, instead of 
preforming anything too 
heinous that the viewer 
would expect, he anxiously 
tells her that she is now 
cursed with a monster that 
will follow her to the ends 
of the Earth, taking the form 
of her worst nightmares and 
loved ones, as well as only 
being visible to the cursed, 
eventually eviscerating her if 
it were to ever catch up. With 
death being a last chance 
option, Jay's only possible 
escape lies in passing the curse 
along sexually, or doing the 
impossible by taking out the 
monster once and for all. But 
while all this sounds great, will 
"It Follows" be an experience 
that will follow you out of 
the theater? 
Unfortunately, I would 
have to say no, but don't 
take that as a command to 
skip it either. First off, "It 
Follows" looks gorgeous; a 
destroyed and dangerous 
looking Detroit, serves as 
a backdrop to the events 
of the story. Almost every 
moment of this movie is 
worthy of being framed in an 
art exhibit due to spectacular 
cinematography. The '80s 
synth soundtrack definitely 
ramps up the tension in 
scary moments too, as well 
as evoking heavy amounts of 
nostalgia. Also, the monster 
itself and the rules that 
come along with it are very 
creative in a time when all 
you see in horror movies are 
ghosts. It manages to feel very 
threatening, despite traveling 
at a slow pace. 
Despite all that, this 
is about the only major 
praise I can give the movie, 
as everything else is a 
bit underwhelming. The 
characters themselves are 
ridiculously one dimensional, 
and are either -a) a girl in the 
background who hardly does 
anything, or b) a guy whose 
only goal in life is to get into 
Jay's pants, monster curse or 
not. It doesn't particularly 
help that the actors don't 
give their characters much 
passion, and while they 
don't do terribly for no-name 
teenage actors, they looked 
bored for most of the movie. 
However, the biggest issue is 
that the movie just isn't that 
scary. Sure, I'm thankful 
that the movie avoided jump 
scares to instead have a more 
atmospheric creepy aura 
ro things, but despite one 
moment with the monster 
taking the form of a six-plus­
foot giant, there honestly 
wasn't a ton of horror in this 
horror film. 
Despite its flaws, I would 
still recommend "It Follows," 
at a matinee price. Any horror 
movie that attempts to deviate 
from the same old ghost 
haunting should be praised 
in order to allow more films 
like this to flourish and be 
created. It might not be as 
good as it should have been, 
but there is potential in it, 
and it is begging for a sequel 
with a more experienced 
crew to flesh out its great 
ideas further. 
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TO WRrrE FOR TIMEOUT 
email tigertimeout@gmail.com for more information 
HOROSCOPES 
You are going ro hear from 
someone today that you haven't AQUARIUS had contact with in years. Possibly► a lost love, maybe an estranged\ Jan. 20 - Feb. 19
,,1/ friend. Or about that library book "-
• 
you never returned. 
Drastic times call fur drastic 
measures. Bur, then again, you're~~:,,PISCES lifc isn't all that drastic, so you have ~ · ~ Feb. 20 - March 20 
nothing ro worty about. 
Someone today is going
" ARIES to have a very lucky break ~ 
that involves lots and lots ofMarch 21 - April 20 
money. That person is not you, 
so tough luck. 
Someone near and dear to you willµ,u GEMINI rty to play Nickleback within your ~ 
ear range. Be ready to run.
'/]'\\ May 21 - June 21 
,~
-·~
....,,_, 
You will meet someone today 
,. ... 
at lunch or dinner that squirts
~~\, \ CANCER ~ ketchup over their fries instead of]''i~r... June 22 - July 22 dipping their fries. You don't neoo 
that kind ofnegativity in your life. 
Ifyou say "hot cocoa instead of 
"'Ii LEO ~ ' 1hot chocolate," you're going to'it 
, 
111 ~, "- July 23 -Aug. 23 have a bad day. 
According to the moon, it's night
Aug. 24-Sept. 22 time. Go to bed.1- • 
Taking notes in your classes 
today could lead to a romantic ~ LIBRA ►Sept. 23 - Oct. 23 rendezvous. Ir could nor, but it's 
wonh a chance. 
Listen fur opportune moments ~ SCORPIO 
today fur you to say "1har's What 
w\::~=~w ►Oct. 24 - Nov. 21 She Said." They will come. 
~ SAGITrARIUS You will be presented with a chance ~ to make or break someone's day. Be 
careful with your words and actions. 
Nov. 22 - Dec. 21 
Don't open Netflix today. You 
don't have the will power to stop. ~-Jan. 19Dec. 22 - ► 
Horoscopes by: D.E. Lyles 
Across 
1- "Power Lunch" 
network; 
5- Object of worship; 
9- Tin Pan Alley org.; 
14- Lewd look; 
15- Fog; 
16- 1965 march site; 
17-Jai_; 
18- Breezed through; 
19- Now you_... ; 
20- Feathering; 
22- Where junk may be 
held; 
24- Plaintiff; 
25- Sacred place; 
26- Hardships; 
29- Give up; 
31- One of Chekhov's 
"Three Sisters"; 
32- Greek temple; 
33- Offensive time?; 
36- Fire starter?; 
37- Varnish; 
40- Plastic _ Band; 
41- Ballpark fig.; 
42-Entre_; 
43- Home run king 
Hank; 
45- Somewhat; 
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47- Opportune; 
48- Uphold; 
51-_speak; 
52- Blunder; 
54- Outpace; 
58-Menu; 
59- Sushi fish; 
61- _ the finish; 
62- Puerto _; 
63- Shrinking Asian sea; 
64- Normandy town; 
65- Vigilant; 
66-A_ formality; 
67- New driver, often; 
Down 
1- Put your hands 
together; 2- 1994 Jodie 
Foster film; 
3- Boyfriend; 
4- Incarnadine; 
5- Likenesses; 
6- Gambler; 
7- Verb ending?; 
8- Former Fords; 
9- Pardon; 
10- Hit the roof. 
11- Lucid; 
12- Compadre; 
13- Communion plate; 
21- Hearing-related; 
23- The ones here; 
26- Hoarfrost; 
27- Rainbow goddess; 
28- Heart; 
29- River in NW Mexico 
30- Chits; 
32- Sgrs., e.g.; 
33- Raced;34- Organic compound; 
35- Swank; 
38- Make _ for oneself: 
39- Singer Bonnie; 
44- Person devoted to 
love; 
45- Monetary unit of 
Albania; 
46- Imperative; 
47- Dishevel; 
48- Capital on the Gulf 
of Guinea; 
49- Instrument for 
threshing grain; 
50- Sham; 
51- Kind of battery; 
53- Quantity of paper; 
5 5- Poker stake; 
56- Racer Yarborough; 
57- Collar type; 
60- Predating; 
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You will see your future spouse 
sometime this week. 
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(The Cl magazine) 
We have the 
following paid
positions open for 
Fall 2015 
Interested? 
Apply through
the Clemson 
Joblink Portal 
http://career.clemson.edu/clemsonjoblink/ 
and search "Decipher" 
TIV UIRY 
APPA PHTHE HONOR SOCIETY OF P 
CHAPTER 149, CLEMSON UNIVERSITY CONGRATULATES 
AND WELCOMES OUR SPRING 2015 INITIATES 
FACULTY INITIATES 
James F. Barker President Emeritus, 
Clemson University 
Kinly Sturkie Associate Dean, CBBS 
GRADUATE STUDENT INITIATES 
Lynn Rentz Adcox 
Marcus Addington 
EliaArenas 
Allie Avishai 
Andrew M. Belote 
Emily Blanchard 
Karl E Brauner 
Aleisha Katberine 
McKellar Brier 
Jonatban D. Brooks 
Alexandria L. Brown 
Robert W Byrd 
Daniella Caulder 
Sherli Koshy Chentbittayil 
Deborah S. Clark 
Spencer Davenport 
Cecilia C. DePiero 
Tracy Delello Fink 
Steven C. Foster 
Kendall J Gallagher 
Stacey Diane Garrett 
Katbryn Glaser 
Susan Goebel 
James C. Grabmeier 
Angel E. Hall 
Adam Newberry Hall 
Geoffery T. Hill 
Joshua L. Honea 
YuzheHong 
Mary Pauline Jett 
Amanda WP. Justice 
Brandi Leigh Kamp 
Russell William Krenek 
Paul Kuberry 
Agricultural Education 
Biological Sciences 
Middle-Level Education 
Youtb Develop Leadership 
Business Administration 
Human Resource Development 
Business Administration 
Industrial Engineering 
Wildlife and Fisheries Biology 
Middle-Level Education 
Business Administration 
Biological Sciences 
Matbematical Sciences 
Human Resource Development 
Counselor Education 
Middle-Level Education 
Middle-Level Education 
Business Administration 
Middle-Level Education 
Educational Leadership 
Biological Sciences 
Biological Sciences 
Business Administration 
Construction Sci./Management 
Human Resource Development 
Middle-Level Education 
Counselor Education 
Materials Science & Engineering 
Secondary Education 
Business Administration 
Curriculum and Instruction 
Industrial Engineering 
Mathematical Sciences 
Shahin Gharakozlou 
Lashkari 
William Ryan Leidheiser 
Valerie A Letbetter 
Sarah Kristin Locklait 
Lisa Lopez 
XinyuLu 
Sarah Katberine Melchers 
Mason Noah Midkiff 
Donna L. Moore 
Mereditb Leigh Morgoch 
Drew Michael Morris 
Theresa Marie Musser 
Erin Alexandra Neal 
Catberine Norman 
Shannon Y. Norwood 
Carlos Primus 
H. Guy Ramsey, N 
Katberine Rawl 
Marion Hannon Reeves 
Mary-Frances Rogers 
Benjamin Z. Rogers 
Ainsley Avery Royals 
Courtney A Sargent 
Gwendolynn Shealy 
Shweta Shrestba 
Joanna Rutb Guest Smyers 
Paula LTaylor 
Hillary LThompson 
James A Van Valkenburgh 
Yusuke Joseph Welsh 
Sarah AshtorrKimsey 
Wickham 
M. Aleksander Wysocki 
Electrical Engineering 
Human Factors Psychology 
PRTM 
Counselor Education 
Educational Leadership 
Mechanical Engineering 
English 
Biological Sciences 
Administration and Supervision 
Communication, Technology 
and Society 
Human Factors Psychology 
Human Resource Development 
Communication, Technology 
and Society 
Middle-Level Education 
Youtb Develop Leadership 
Human Resource Development 
Plant and Environmental Sci. 
Human Resource Development 
Middle-Level Education 
Forest Resources 
Human Resource Development 
Human Resource Development 
Administration and Supervision 
Administration and Supervision 
Civil Engineering 
Food, Nutrition, and Culinary 
Science 
Administration and Supervision 
Wildlife and Fisheries Biology 
Middle-Level Education 
Counselor Education 
Professional Communication 
Biological Sciences 
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT INITIATES 
Tyler Elliott Amos Chemical Engineering 
Reagan Marie Bachour Elementary Education 
Stewan Bryant 
Carly C.aldwell 
Caitlyn Lydia Carlie 
Mary Etta Castles 
Brendan Edward D'Amato 
Matthew Delarosa 
James Dority 
Matthew Duncan 
James McHaney Eister 
Caroline P. Fairclotb 
Shannon K Frydenlund 
Caner Gaines 
Victoria A Haberman 
Elaine M. Hanna 
Madison Huffman 
Jesse Daniel Iassogna 
Sarah M. Jenkins 
Morgan Kem 
Danielle Langley-Hairston 
Megan Lee 
Allen Lollis 
Adam Joseph Lutbman 
Heatber A Montgomery 
Elizabeth Katherine Moore 
Emily M. Mutschler 
Abigail Nolen 
Jon Oakley 
KyleeARead 
Hannah Riggs 
Taylor M Rotbermel 
Kelly Marie Ryan 
Meryl See 
Jacquelyn Sutberland 
Mary Katbarine Thome 
Bailey Park Tollison 
Kaitlyn Vest 
Kayleigh J. Wall 
Heidi Elizabetb Walsh 
Kristine Ward 
Jennifer Wilson 
Cole Hilton Younginer 
Rebecca Zobel 
Psychology 
Biological Sciences 
Management 
Special Education 
Financial Management 
Food Science 
Chemical Engineering 
English 
Mechanical Engineering 
Healtb Science 
Elementary Education 
English 
Chemistry 
Communication Studies 
Microbiology 
Economics 
Biochemistry 
Management 
PRTM 
Healtb Science 
Healtb Science 
Biochemistry 
Graphic Communications 
Elementary Education 
PRTM 
Chemical Engineering 
Electrical Engineering 
Special Education 
Secondary Education 
Bioengineering 
Biological Sciences 
Communication Studies 
Nursing 
Biological Sciences 
Fmancial Management 
Biological Sciences 
Chemistry 
Nursing 
Marketing 
Plant and Environmental Sci. 
Computer Engineering 
Nursing 
PHI KAPPA PHI CHTTP://WWW.CLEMSON.EDU/ACADEMICS/SOCIETIES/PHI-KAPPA-PHI/J IS 
THE NATION'S OLDEST, LARGEST, AND MOST SELECTIVE ALL-DISCIPLINE HONOR SOCIETY. 
~ THE SOCIETY'S MISSION IS TO RECOGNIZE AND PROMOTE ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE IN ALL FIELDS 
PY~ OF HIGHER EDUCATION AND TO ENGAGE THE COMMUNITY OF SCHOLARS IN SERVICE TO OTHERS. 
